Area Offers Varied Facilities For Independence Day Pleasure

To the 400-odd Mustangs attending the current summer session, tomorrow means something more than Independence Day—it means, too, the start of a break from the balmy days, la the beach. No need for Independence Day Pleasure at the office."

Three Days

July 4 holiday vacation will last only one day. Friday, July 3, is a half-day school session, admission offices, in a small way, will be closed. "Classes will be held as usual on Saturday, July 5, and no one interested in exiting will have an opportunity to do so."

One Day Holiday

Dates of July holiday vacation will last only one day. Friday, July 3, is a half-day school session. Admissions offices, in a small way, will be closed. "Classes will be held as usual on Saturday, July 5, and no one interested in leaving will have an opportunity to do so."

Pokes' Ride, Rope, Texas Next

Cassie Rooser, Poly's top rower, again paced the rodeo team, third in the national intercollegiate championship. The top four teams will qualify for the national rodeo.

"This will be run on a trial," said the event's promoter. "We are not going to call this rodeo a trial."

Three Pie Riders to Lompoc Frontier Over Four Days

Building, saddle broncs, bull riding, and the activities of those Poly boys over the past few days, rodeo highlighting Lompoc Frontier Days.
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Jobs Going Beg at Personnel Office

"We have jobs going," says the office, "and we have a waiting list for the summer session. We are hiring an executive officer, a housekeeping position, and a few other positions.

Class Time Set; Philbin

"Classes are to begin at seven a.m. on Monday, July 2. The first half of the day will be devoted to instruction, and the second half to the study period."

Aida Carto Service Added in Cafeteria

As the college's summer session begins, new services are being added to the cafeteria. Among them are:

1. A garbage disposal machine, offering from $1.00 to $1.25 for a meal.
2. A menu, listing the items available for each meal.
3. A weight scale, where different temperatures can be set for potatoes, soup, and vegetables.
4. A metal table, "other features are going to be added to improve both the service and quality of the cafeteria.

Mud To Be Thing Of Past

Laying of plantings-mixes covering the rutted earth west and east of the new dormitory area will be finished in the near future. The college administration hopes to see the paving work completed by Sept. 1.

Recruitment For Summer Students Aired At Unofficial SAC Meeting

No further information was available as of press time. The meeting was held on Monday, July 1, in the SAC room. The un-official council will meet again on Friday, July 25, to discuss the recruitment of summa students.

For Independence Day Pleasure

To the 400-odd Mustangs attending the current summer session, tomorrow means something more than Independence Day—it means, too, the start of a break from the balmy days, la the beach. No need for Independence Day Pleasure at the office."

Growing Pains At Poly: Summer Men Amazed

Growth and progress has characterized Poly's summer session, and as President Julian McPhee recently remarked, we have just begun to build and the proof of that can be seen off any campus window. On one end of campus are the dormitories under construction, and a well underway for the new student center, and on the other end are the old student center and the construction of drainage improvements in the dormitory area. Harold Wilson, College Admissions Officer, was quoted as saying on Monday that he expected holding classes during the last part of July, and actual work to begin at the start of August.
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Oh Dalhing, Your Room Is Just Too, Too . . .

New dormitories named for past students are to be completed before the fall semester begins this fall. Says Brethour, "We have been working on these dormitories for several months, and we hope to have them ready for the fall semester."

El Corral To Open Two Weeks On Trial

Here's our chance, men! Harry Karger, head coach of the Westside club, announced yesterday, "We are opening the westside club, but we are only going to open it for two weeks, starting Monday, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Canine, Feline Run Amuck

When you criticize people it is forgivable. When you criticize things it is soon forgotten. But when you criticize people's pets—brother watch out! For it is then that you are up against a live and living thing. My mother had a dog who went by the name of mongrels and pedigreed poodles. I have listened to numerous people expound the virtues of feline over canine and vice versa. My sister and her both go back a long way.

I have sat on the sidelines and kept mute on the subject of people and pets. Most of us have had the mentor of mongrels and pedigreed poodles. I loved them all. I brought home so many starving strays I could have been called "the keeper of the pound". Usually by the time I had covered their bones with some semblance of flesh, their rightful owners would show up.

I also had several cats—not the fat, lazy papa ones but the productive littlest, the motherly type that grazed our househod with a dozen or so progeny each year. The farm has need for them as well as "maebe best friends".

The reason for my libation is that ownership and responsibility of some campus pests do not seem synonymous. If they were, this discourse would not be necessary.
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From All

By Robert L. Maurer

Psychology Instructor

Determination Key Factor

By Dear Reader

A big, unattended dog or a small, ferocious toothbarer can frighten a small child to the extent that it will never forgive you. The motherly type that grazed our house with a dozen or so progeny each year. The farm has need for them as well as "maebe best friends".
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Fourth Here, Recreation Looms As Large Problem

By Patrick Moore

If we were a member of America's literary guild, and regular contributor to the Saturday Review, this would be the time for a "Cal Poly" piece and its relationship to San Luis Obispo as a "beach town." But since we are not, the following will have to serve.

"Cal Poly, a fast expanding agricultural engineering and liberal arts college of renown, is puncturing with modesty the historic coastal tributary, to the Saturday Review, a great show, featured by sailing, and power boat racing, a fishing derby, swimming and sand-auction, tennis, golf, baseball, softball, with a movie, circus and a still and pistol shoot. Take from it, Mustang, this show will make the trip worthwhile. Hope we helped a few of you Mustangers get an idea for tomorrow. At any rate whatever you do and wherever you go we hope you have a "happy holiday."
War Correspondent Defends Hudson, Says 'We're Taking Beating' In Korea

We may have been conquered by the powers-that-be but California will never be conquered by right when he reported to the hallowed temple of the press in the great city of Los Angeles, Edward R. Morgan, war correspondent of the Los Angeles Times, declared that the country of his adopting 'is stronger than the sum total of all its parts.'

He was there to defend the courage of another of the great American war correspondents, Joseph S. Hudson of the New York Times, who has been fired for saying it was "time for us to concede compromise as weakness by the Godless Reds - who only want to fool around negotiating."

"You know that the current air attacks on the Yalu may well be a sign the war in Korea will get harder and harder," he said. "It is the same story every time - the Yalu becomes a symbol of our strength, and then we are shipwrecked."

"Our losses are known, but the Communists know our losses accurately, they would, they have a Communist physicist at the head of their intelligence service."

"The one thing we have to do - and we have to do it now, is to form a war of information to inform the world of what is going on here."

"The only thing that can get the Communists to compromise is to tell them the world is against us."

Morgan also maintained that the United States is not in a position to develop military leaders, as the rank and file of the American people will never accept a military solution. He pointed out that the United States is not in a position to develop military leaders, as the rank and file of the American people will never accept a military solution.

"And when diplomacy fails, you have war," he concluded.

San Dimas Majors' Thesis Published

There are at least one student thesis on the subject of the social sciences in the San Dimas High School. The thesis is being assisted by the San Dimas Majors Society, a group which is trying to stimulate interest in the social sciences in the country.

"It is the only way to approach the problem of the lack of interest in the social sciences," said Morley. "It is the only way to approach the problem of the lack of interest in the social sciences.

"Many of our correspondents wonder why only American blood is good enough to be shed," he continued. "One of the greatest international accomplishments has been the Nato-Latin agreement, but the results of the most destructive was allowing these negotiations in Korea to be held in secret.

"It was not Ridgway's wish," said Morley. "It was Washingleton's wish."

While arguing that America might be strengthened, Morley also pointed out that military might alone was not enough to defeat the opposing forces.

"The only thing that can get the Communists to compromise is to tell them the world is against them," he said. "And when diplomacy fails, you have war."